


- Welcome to Il Salviatino, your home in Florence -





Our Italian Garden

- Five-star luxury nestled among the rolling hills surrounding Florence -





Rooms and Suites



Melodia Suite



Ojetti Suite





Affresco Suite





Tegliacci Suite







Stilnovo Suite



Greenhouse Suite





Dome View Deluxe





- Freshly renovated interiors feature vibrant color palettes, artisan accents and unparalleled views of the Tuscan capital -



Dome View Deluxe



Deluxe Room



- Fresh florals complement brightly colored suites, contemporary art and Tuscan views -



Common Spaces

The Bar at Il Salviatino



- Experience relaxed luxury throughout -



La Cucina del Salviatino





Risotto with Silver Scabbardfish, Morels, Seaweed, toasted Almond



- Unforgettable journey to the roots of Tuscan gastronomy -



Our Swimming Pool

- Spectacular outdoor pool surrounded by Tuscan pines and lush greenery -





La Spa



- Indulge in Tuscan-inspired treatments at La Spa -



Hortus Conclusus

- Our new organic orchard and garden features a variety of seasonal produce and herbs indigenous to Tuscany -





Activities



- Complimentary shuttle service puts you at a stone’s throw from all of action of Firenze -



Make yourself at home...
... among the rolling Tuscan hills in a hand-restored, 15th century villa just 10 minutes outside 
of Florence’s city center. With original frescoes, lush organic gardens and a vast, yet cozy terrace 
with beautiful views of Florence and its famed Duomo, pure class and relaxed Italian luxury 
live here. From truffle hunting on the property grounds to private winery tours and family-style 
Tuscan dinners, Il Salviatino puts a luxurious, authentic Italian escape — and the pulsing city of 
Florence — within reach.

Location
Just 20 minutes from Peretola Airport and the city center, Il Salviatino is nestled in the hills 
overlooking Florence, while remaining a stones throw away from the city centre.

Amenities
· Fitness center 
· LA SPA Il Salviatino 
· Two tiered swimming pool (May to October)

Rooms & Suites
Il Salviatino’s main villa and grounds are home to 44 individually decorated rooms and suites. 
Each room is outfitted with an elegant blend of local artisanship and modern technologies, and 
all rooms and suites include access to luxury services and amenities including complimentary 
WiFi, rain showers, Nespresso coffee machines and 24-hr Service Ambassadors.

Once upon a time...
Though many studies and traces indicate that the original structure built on this site was a 
Roman Castrum (fortress), the first recorded documents date back to the 14th century when 
the villa first belonged to the Baldesi family, followed by the Bardis. Over the years, it was 
refurbished by some of Florence’s elite families, including the Tegliaccis from Siena, ultimately 
landing in the hands of the Salviati family in the 16th century. The Salviatis undertook an 
enormous restoration, adding frescoes and furnishings to create a warm and inviting space for 
their guests, officially naming it, Il Salviatino.

By the end of the 19th century, Il Salviatino was under the ownership of American official Mr. 
Phelps Thomas, who hired artist Augusto Bruschi for some decorative works, including the 
beautiful fresco we can still admire in what is now called, in its honor, the Affresco Suite.

In 1911, the villa was acquired by Ugo Ojetti, a passionate poet, journalist and art critic, who 
loved to spend his days reading, writing poetry and admiring the stunning views of Florence 
from what is now Room 8. Mr. Ojetti was responsible for adding the Greenhouse Suites as well 
as the magnificent library which, at the time, was one of the most renowned cultural lounges 
attended regularly by celebrities of their fields such as Salvador Dalì and Gabriele D’Annunzio.

After Ojetti’s death, the villa was passed down to his heirs and then, during the 70s and 
80s, became Stanford University’s headquarters in Italy, housing classrooms, dining and 
accommodations for students. Upon Stanford’s departure, the villa was abandoned for almost 
20 years and after a huge renovation that brought it back to its 19th century splendor, it 
officially opened as a hotel in 2010.

As of late 2016, Il Salviatino is under the ownership of Alessandra Rovati Vitali, founder and 
art director of Tearose. An entrepreneur, brilliant artist, innovative designer and style and trend 
inspirer, she is currently incorporating a distinctive branded experience inspired by Italian style 
and international taste.

· 4 Classic Rooms 
· 12 Double De Luxe rooms 
· 3 Dome View Classic rooms 
· 2 Junior Suites 
· 4 Family Junior Suites 
· 3 Greenhouse Junior Suites 
· 3 Dome View De Luxe rooms 

· 3 Dome View Junior Suites 
· 5 Greenhouse Suites 
· 1 Marcello Suite 
· 1 Tegliacci Suite 
· 1 Melodia Suite 
· 1 Affresco Suite 
· 1 Ojetti Suite



Ownership
The Rovati Family. Alessandra Rovati Vitali, founder and art director of Tearose, is an 
entrepreneur, brilliant artist, innovative designer and style and trend inspirer. A distinctive 
branded experience, Tearose is known for offering a path through Italian style and international 
taste, via traditional and contemporary elements that seamlessly combine simplicity and 
magnificence.

Marco Milocco, CEO
A native of Tuscany, Marco Milocco is CEO of MPG Italy, which owns and operates luxury hotel 
Il Salviatino. A seasoned hospitality expert with keen knowledge of and passion for Tuscany’s 
food & beverage industry, Milocco has held positions in various national and international 
luxury hotel companies, including Ciga Hotels, Starwood, Ferragamo Castiglion del Bosco and 
Hotel d’Inghilterra, in destinations from Venice to Florence, Costa Smeralda, Rome, London 
and Trieste Porto Piccolo, where he played a key role in the development of the destination’s 
luxury product offerings.

Preferred Hotels & Resorts
Il Salviatino is part of the exclusive collection of Preferred Hotels & Resorts, a trusted resource 
for finding and booking the world’s finest collection of independent hotels, resorts, and 
residences across the globe.

Virtuoso
Il Salviatino is part of Virtuoso, a network of luxury travel agencies connecting travelers to the 
most memorable experiences, from weekend getaways to dream vacations.

Il Salviatino
Via del Salviatino, 21. Fiesole - Firenze 50137. Italy.

Contact us:
+39 055 9041111
info@salviatino.com
www.salviatino.com

AMADEUS PH FLRSAH
SABRE PH 76093
GALILEO PH 75770
WORLDSPAN PH FLRSA




